Kurukshetra University Technology Incubation Center (KUTIC)
(Kurukshetra University RUSA Project Society-KURPS)

Eligibility

- Students, alumni, faculty, staff, research scholars of Kurukshetra University (KU), other premier govt. public undertaking/technological Institutes or other technology promoting body
- Technology Based Startups
- Technologists/R & D unit office of a small or medium size enterprise, industry association and/ R & D company wanting to have a technology interface with KU

Grant in aid – Upto 25 Lakhs for 2 years extendable upto 5 years
Apply at;
https://forms.gle/CJ3WMY3dCYmsbs436
Email-kutic@kuk.ac.in

Applications from Science and Technology Startups/Individual Entrepreneurs with commercially potential innovative ideas invited

Call for proposals (Rolling)